
1) the bright full moon

2) can swim like a dolphin underwater

3) amusement parks and zoos

4) liked the performance

5) loves chocolates

6) people with wisdom and courage

7) the magic book inside the cabinet

8) laughed his head o!

9) Cathy and her best friend Macy

10) encouraged us to help the poor

Read the sentence fragments and identify if the missing part is a subject

or predicate.
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Name :

Subject and Predicate

A subject is the person, thing or place which we are talking about

in a sentence.

A predicate is the part of the sentence that expresses what is said about

the subject.
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Read the sentence fragments and identify if the missing part is a subject
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Subject and Predicate

A subject is the person, thing or place which we are talking about

in a sentence.

A predicate is the part of the sentence that expresses what is said about

the subject.
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